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Abstract. In the world of constant change, nations, societies, and all public institutions have to adapt as well as the private companies. Today’s rapid turmoil in economy caused by globalization and changes in world, has forced, leaders and managers in public institutions as well as private organizations to adapt and change their organizations’ cultures with their own management systems and styles.

Different situational management theories and approaches are scrutinized in this study. Literature review part is concentrating in management styles, focus and purpose. Which are classic approaches in these domains, what boundary conditions and possibilities these approaches give to leaders and managers? Ontology for management style, focus, and purpose is created in this study. Study also gives the preliminary frame for university hospital leaders when inspecting possibility to go Lean management. This article points out future research needs.
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1 Management

When thinking management as a discipline, managers practice management. It’s an organ of leadership, and it consists of three concrete responsibilities: pointing out a direction, setting goals according to mission and organizing resources in order to achieve goals.[1] Pointing out a direction can be understood as creating the purpose for the organization. This purpose could be done by setting the mission and creating the vision for organization. Leadership and management literature is hardly consistent when classifying activities clearly into leadership or management. Drucker and Maciariello [2] suggest that there seems to be consensus that providing vision, values, competence, standards, encouragement, optimism, and spirit sustaining are more clearly leadership activities and objective setting, organizing, motivating, assessing progress, and developing people are to be seen as management activities.

1.1 Mission

Creating the purpose is handled here as creating mission. Organizations’ missions are stated typically in mission statements. Mission statements are thought to be powerful tools for providing value for customers and other stakeholders [3][4]. From literature different objectives for mission statements are found. Following objectives has been identified for mission statements. Mission statements are declarations of the firm’s direction [5][6], acts as a route in order to achieve strategic objectives[7][8] and facilitates strategy formulation[9][10]. Mission statements are identifying boundaries that keeps
organization out from unrelated or inappropriate activities [5], creates control mechanism over the behaviour of employees and creating a balance between interests of various stakeholders[11][12][13]. Statements also define business domain [14][15][16] i.e. give an answer to fundamental question of Drucker[1] “What business we are in?” Mission statements help employees to make non-routine decisions [5] by providing framework for decision making [9], Statements give motivation and inspiration for employees [17][18]. Mission statements unite organization and give common purpose for organization [19] [20] [6]. They also increase organizational commitment [21]. Mission statement expresses organization’s values [6][19] and points out the competencies and unique strengths of an organization that are providing competitive success [22].

Although there are no clear scientific results that mission statements increase the financial performance of an organization, [12][19][23][24][25] an importance is found for mission statements and linkage between the performance of organization and mission statements.[6][21][26] They should include stakeholders [27][28], especially employees and society [6], special components [4][23][29], such as values and philosophy[6], but the causality is hard to prove. Whether a successful firm emphasize value statements or value statements are resulting from a better performance is unknown.[6] Some of recent researchers have come to a conclusion when the approach to direct impact between performance and mission statement is not explaining enough, then an indirect approaches should be utilized [30][31]. Especially indirect effect i.e. mediated effect by organizational commitment between a mission statement and organizational performance seems to be significant. [21]

Considering previous researches and their results it could be said that, creating the mission for organization is more useful than harmful and it will give some advantage to leaders when leading the organization. When stating the organizations mission, it should include at least following aspects: 1) Direction and goals for organization, 2) General boundaries where and how it should perform its business 3) Framework for employees to make decisions, 4) Gives purpose to an organization and expresses it to stakeholders, 5) Statement about organization’s values, 6) Expression of organizations competences and strengths, 7) Motivational part to motivate and inspire employees, 8) Increasement of organizational commitment, and 9) Enhancement of organization’s performance. From these aspects the first six ones should be incorporated into organizations mission by management and latter three ones are results from doing former ones well.

Since mission is proven to be so important for organizations, it has a self-righteous place to be set in management purpose ontology.

1.2 Organizing resources

The resource based view (RBV) can be thought to be one of the points of view in management. Barney [32] stated that resources of a firm, which are rare, valuable and hard to substitute, are a basis for competitive advantage. According to Barney, “firm resources include all assets, capabilities, organizational processes, firm attributes, information, know ledge, etc. controlled by a firm that enable the firm to conceive of and implement strategies that improve its efficiency and effectiveness”. Resources have two forms: tangible and intangible [33][34], where tangible ones are easier to observe than intangible. An good example of intangible resources is tacit knowledge. Two types
of knowledge have been widely recognized, explicit and tacit [35]. Explicit knowledge is to be understood as a tangible resource and tacit knowledge is a characteristic example of an intangible resource. Whichever the case may be, managers should not just concentrate on tangible resources. As a prerequisite, the resources must be recognized and widely enough analyzed without certain object orientation, so that those resources could also be adjusted in time towards new products and services required [36]. Companies’ capability for change is highlighted by Prahalad and Hamel by a statement that core competence of a company is “Management’s ability to consolidate corporate wide technologies and production skills into competencies that empower individual businesses to adapt quickly to changing opportunities” i.e. resources should be a flexible entity. Figure two is illustrating this need of flexibility in resources.

![Fig. 2. Resources in Strategy definition (Applied from Thun [37])](image)

When resources are in line with business strategy, integration of market driven strategy and RBV is possible. When organizations resources are ill fit to market demands, i.e. market demands cannot be satisfied with them, integration is impossible. This means that management should integrate resources, results, goals and objectives as a one entity. As in many cases, organization’s goals and objectives are more easily to be adjusted or changed, after all they are in most cases defined by organization, than their resources, in management focus ontology resources is to set as first to be concentrated. A resource management process can be divided into four distinctive steps: 1) efficient acquisition, 2) bundling/combining, 3) positioning, and 4) maintenance/protection. [38] Acquisition possesses two tasks: minimizing the cost of the resource and gaining value from the resource. [39] Bundling/combining means that single resources are bundled and combined to a set of a “higher order resources” which are more complex, harder to copy and provides more valued products and services. Positioning of resources means that resources should be provided so that customers can find them. Fast change in organizations environment causes changes in competitive conditions. This creates the requirement for managers to adjust frequently their resource management to ensure an attractive range of strategic options. [28] Otherwise company may end up to position illustrated at right in figure 2.

Another very crucial point of view has to be stated concerning management’s focus on resources. Resources can be internal resources, which organization possesses and external resources which organization purchases from their supply chain. Internal re-
sources are easier to observe by the manager, but it has to be remembered that strategically managed interactions with suppliers provide competitive advantage for organizations. One of the core issues in RBV is that organizations can enhance their resource capital by co-developing capabilities with suppliers, as well as engaging in sourcing. [40][41][42][43]

Considering all of these aspects resources should be set in the management`s focus ontology. When inspecting Lean point of view to organizing resource focus, Lean improvements are requiring commitment to resources, both financial and manpower. [44][45][46][47][48]

1.3 Setting goals and objectives

Zaccaro & Klimoski [49] stated that one of the core responsibilities of a leader is to direct followers towards organizational purposes by setting goals. One purpose of managerial work was to set goals and objectives. They can be divided into eight key areas: marketing, innovation, financial resources, human resources, physical resources, productivity, social responsibility and profit. [50] These goals and objectives should be aligned to organizations mission, when setting them, i.e. trying to reach the vision and respecting the values, by proper measures and utilizing the strength, and avoiding weaknesses.

Several researches show that setting goals has a great impact on employee performance, satisfaction, and organizational commitment. [51][52][53][54] Charismatic leaders who have confidence towards followers and communicate high expectations i.e. goals, will cause higher level acceptance and satisfaction in followers. [55] Leaders should be able to translate long-term challenges or goals into tangible contributions that followers can fulfill in goal-setting process. [51][52] It is also seen that higher performance levels are focused by followers if challenging goals are set by leaders [56]. But on the other hand challenging goals may have negative impact on organizational citizenship behavior when followers focus on achieving these goals. [57] Later on this result has been challenged and opposite results has been found in their study. [58] Effectiveness of goals implementation is also dependent how leaders encourage an open learning environment to facilitate the successful completion of the goals. [59][60] Leaders should encourage followers to question all assumptions, used methods and even goals, in order to find out better ways to implement these goals by specific actions and deliverables. Open learning environment helps followers to achieve deeper understanding of the goals. [59][60]

The effectiveness of the strategic goal implementation has been shown to depend on how clear these goals are, how well they are translated to specific objectives and how well they are linked to objectives of specific units or followers. [59][60] Avolio and Berson [62] found out that lesser consistency in articulation of strategic goals could lead to confusion and poorer alignment and also that the leaders should have a good ability to create agreement over organizational goals.

Therefore it is justified that one of the main purposes in management is to create goals from the mission and strategy and translate the goals into objectives for followers. Hence goals and objectives should also be included in management purpose ontology.

Heavyweight managers need to communicate well with top managers and project team members. [63] Support from managers at each level will be required [66]. Other
activities are communicating a clear vision and targets of improving [46][47][63][64][66], and providing the long-term vision, and objectives, for the work from top management level. [63][67]

1.4 Results and progress assessing

Assessing progress can be done only if the recent results is measured and compared with earlier results. Therefore measuring should be included as one activity under assessing the progress. Even that Drucker and Maciariello[2] are mentioning only people development, managers’ responsibility in development of e.g. processes or working conditions can’t be ignored. Therefore it would be more feasible to handle development as upper level activity which includes all development issues despite the object of development. Finding whether these development activities are successful, need for progress assessment is obvious. Organizations results are measured in different terms (profit, healed patients, served citizens etc.) and the criterion of success is extend to how these results are maximized. There is a possible pitfall of this measurement system and it is that the length of measurement is typically too short sighted, a quarter of a year or a year This fails to recognize difference between short-term profit sub-optimization and good organizational results in performance, which enable organizations success in future. A categorical example is “cost cutting manager” who neglects the organizations future in hunt for immediate results by ignoring e.g. R&D and HR development, not to mention investments to strategic assets. By cutting off these activities, cost cutting manager will lessen the fixed capital and assets and fastens the turnover of capital, which of course looks good, but s/he makes it by the expenses of future profits. In these cases managers are boosting productivity, not by enhancing actual output (actuality), but by decreasing capacity (capability) and as an end product decreases organization’s performance. Beer’s (68) model has three distinctive levels for organizational output: 1) Actuality, which is organization’s reached results for now, 2) Capability which is organization’s reachable results, as ideal situation, if they really succeed, with existing resources and constraints, and 3) Potentiality, which is organization’s potential results, which can be reached by developing organization’s resources and removing constraints, in feasible ways. Combination of these three outputs produces three distinctive indices: 1) Productivity, which is the ratio of actuality and capability, 2) Latency, which is the ratio of capability and potentiality, and 3) Performance, which is the ratio of actuality and potentiality but it is also the product of latency and productivity.

Therefore management’s focus on assessing results and process should be linked to performance which is indicating the ratio between potentiality and actuality i.e. results in more than productivity. Otherwise organization’s progress performance can be even negative. It has to be remembered that focus on progress and results should be set to all activities and not only to economic results and progress. Beer’s [68] model seems to be suitable for all progress assessment if utilized right. Focus on results and on progress assessment are therefore to be set into management focus ontology.

The process of implementing Lean can be lengthy and, the time from initial commitment to enjoying the full benefits of a Lean management system, can take up to at least 4.5 years. [64]
1.5 Organizational learning

In order to ensure that progress will be constant and organization is able to evolve, managers should focus also on organizational learning. Constant change in organizations environment is evident and organization should be able to adapt itself to it, if not even change the business. This approach could be called evolutionary approach. The basis of the evolutionary analogy is on comparing it to the classic theoretical analysis of evolutionary economics where focus is – instead of basic Darwinian biological processes – on markets, the routines of firms, path dependence and bounded rationality [69]. Evolutionary theories are comprehensive and it is common for evolutionary analogies that theories have to be dynamic, they deal with irreversible processes and they cover the impact of novelty as the ultimate source of self-transformation. Theories of wholly or partially self-organizing regulatory systems have increased in number and are used in most fields of science now. Within systems theory especially, the regulatory systems have been developed, and in general, they are systems equipped as to stabilize those parameters and processes that are necessary to its existence. Self-regulating systems then, are systems that are self-correcting itself through feedback, and such a self-correcting system can be called self-organizing if the system dynamics promotes certain processes within [70]. Learning as well as economic interaction are social and dynamic processes. The individual’s process of learning and creative work is often characterized by the significant degrees of cumulativeness, disequilibrium situations and path dependence, but they may also be determined by the exogenous factors and therefore training projects, curricula and learning environment should be taken into account when inspecting learning as a whole. [71]

Organizational learning is to be seen as a primary source of competitive advantage [72][73][74][75][76][77]. Bureaucratic approach is to do things right and performance approach do the right things, learning approach in organizations is organizations create the capacity (move towards organizations potentiality cf. Beer [68]) to do both better [78][79][80]. Popper and Lipshitz [81] found that managers have three responsibilities in learning organization: 1) giving organizational learning a high priority, 2) enhancing collective learning by creating the right psychological and cultural conditions to, and 3) making contextual factors to ensure transfer of individual learning to the organizational level. This means that managers should change their mind—set form “command and control” mindset, to facilitative leaders who motivate through empowerment and focus to developing followers by serving as coaches and mentors [79][82][83] Amy [84] found that emotionally intelligent communication was one of the most prominent feature when facilitating learning in organizations but authoritarian, defensive and non-communitive behaviors were not positively effective.

Therefore if one of the managers’ responsibilities is to keep organization as competitive as possible, organizational learning should be included in managerial focus ontology.

As Lean is targeting to continuous improvement, Lean, as whole, is very suitable philosophy for organizational learning. Tools of Lean Leadership and Management in Health Care is Gemba in which leaders go to the “shop floor” to examine the process and speak with the workers, in order to see the situation for one’s own self, empower health-care employees, reinforce Lean practices and engages the leader in experiential
learning about implementation [47][48][64][65]. Taking special attention to organizational culture was pointed clearly in former researches. As concrete actions, challenging the traditional and hierarchical culture, embracing the empowerment of front line healthcare staff [44][45][64] and fostering a culture of innovation and collaboration [48] was found important. Empowering the personnel and creating the trust and engagement [44][45][48][64][65][85], is in core of all management levels. Top level managers’ responsibility to support [63][64], to remain engaged in Lean improvement and to be accessible for advice was highlighted [64][67]

1.6 Framework for followers decision making

Management styles can be thought to define which kind of frameworks followers have for their decision making. The Simplest way, which is probably one of the most known, can be seen in the division that Lewin et al.[86] made to authoritarian, democratic and laissez-faire styles. [87] In the model these three distinctive styles give different levels of freedom for followers. As extreme ends of this model are mostly theoretical (full autocracy or full freedom are totalizations) most of the real world cases are to be set under democratic style. Therefore there should be done some different levels of democracy where followers possesses different levels of freedom and different boundary conditions in their decision making. Reunanen & Kaitonen [88] gathered most known leadership styles to one table in order ease to analyze and understand differences in democratic styles. One interesting approach for democratic is also from Markopoulos & Vanharanta [89][90]

As stated in former research [88] between the possible totalizations, there are different leadership styles in each approach and theory. These styles variate in regarding the level of freedom (to make decisions), level of followers’ capability and competences. Styles also varies whether leader should orientate to tasks or humans, and that shows how complex and demanding followers work is. [88] Despite that the research was done for the leadership styles’ ontology, in order to found out how leaders should lead, it also provides a frame for followers’ decision making in management. Hence ontology for management style can be stated to include only three main categories: autocratic, democratic and freedom.

As for Lean’s point of view, former researches pointed out that management/leadership is a subordinate role, where the front-line workers design and improve the standards work, [44] because “everyone is an expert of his / her own work” [48] and that leaders have to lead from behind through other people and be like a pace-setter [65]. Visible management and leadership are typical for Lean [44][47][48][65]. Approach contains a strong visibility of leaders in critical activities [65], increased transparency [47] and need for leaders to operate as coaches and mentors which means that they can increase their teams’ expertise two folded ways, directly in their work and in quality improvement itself [44][47][64][65][85][91] and former research found that leaders’ lead by example and acting as a role model is meaningful [47][64].
2 Conclusions

This article was written in order to create scientifically solid ground for management development purposes revealing management focus, purpose and style ontologies. Research was done by literature research and ontologies were built by integrating knowledge from former researches under a management windshield entity. Article also points out issues from Lean management, especially from healthcare environment and integrates these issues into management ontologies. Therefore the approach of article is two folded, generic ontologies and first activities to utilize these.

The generic approach concluded: 1) purpose ontology, which includes mission, goals and objectives to be taken into account, 2) focus ontology which consists of organizational learning, assessing progress, results and resources for managers to focus on and 3) management style ontology which gives three main styles, freedom (laissez-faire), democratic and autocratic for managers to utilize. It should be stated that under these main concepts there are countless different variations for managers to choose from. Figure 1 is illustrating the results of the generic part of this research.

![Figure 1. Management ontology for purpose, focus and style](image)

Lean part is used in this article as an example of utilization and therefore it is not as thorough as generic part, but it could be used in order to widen understanding how Lean management issues are integrated into traditional and tested management theories very easily. It seems that Lean management issues are already included in traditional management theories.

Further research should be done in order to find out more detailed activities under management issues and integration to leadership research. Leadership styles’ ontology is connected to management style ontology in this article, but concrete activities from both, leadership and management, sides should be researched more. Also research regarding Lean management and its connections to traditional leadership and management theories as detailed level should be researched more.
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